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Platform Comparison



Platform Accessibility

Complete Anatomy Primal Pictures

Ofline Usage

App 
Downloads

Productivity

Mobile

Price

Once content has been downloaded for 

the irst time, Complete Anatomy (CA) 

can be used ofline without an internet 

connection

All CA content resides within a 
single app.

CA is available as fully native apps for 

both Windows and Mac, delivering far 

superior performance and functionality.

CA is available for both iPhone and 

Android smartphones. 

CA Student Plus costs $35 per year for 

access to ALL platform functionality      

and content.

To use Primal Pictures (PP) 

the user must be connected to               

the internet.

To access all PP content, the user 

needs to install 11 separate apps.

On Mac or Windows laptop, 

Primal Pictures is only available 

via a  web browser.

PP is not available for 

smartphones.

PP is extremely expensive, with 

a student subscription for a 3D 

atlas alone costing $125 per year 

via company website.



Comparison Heart Model

PP has a basic heart model.

CA has a stunning, beating 3D 
human heart with an ECG. The 
heart model can be dissected 
while still beating.



Platform Functionality & Content

Complete Anatomy Primal Pictures

Interface

Tools

Sharing 
Content

Creating 
Content

Courses

CA has a beautiful UI and received the 

Apple Design Award for the quality of its 

design.

CA has unique patent-pending tools 

allowing user to customise the model 

with cuts, fractures, growths, spurs, pain 

simulations and much more.

CA is a full distributed learning solution, 

allowing educators to distribute custom 

curriculum to groups of students on 

their own devices.

CA is a content-creation platform, 

allowing Educators to record their own 

lectures and build their own curricula. 

CA includes a range of Courses created 

by leading experts in their field from 

around the world.

PP has a very poor, outdated user 

interface, disliked by users.

PP has  very basic tools for            

editing model.

PP has no group content 

management and sharing solution.

PP has no lecture recording or 

curriculum-building functionality.

PP ofers no Courses.


